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Jeff Bezos Leadership Style: As the founder of Amazon and Blue Origin, Jeff Bezos has managed to grow an empire and run one of the top companies in the world. Bezos currently has a net worth of $110 billion, and for a while, he was the richest man in the world.Bezos studied physics and computer science at Princeton, but later found his calling on
Wall Street. In the late 1990s, he founded Amazon, which was initially an online bookseller, but it later transitioned into a seller for many other goods.Today, Amazon is a force in eCommerce, cloud computing, logistics, and many other verticals with over 575,000 full-time employees. Amazon partners with carrier and parcel services to deliver goods
to addresses.But what has driven him to become the successful leader he is today? There is plenty of information to help you understand.Bezos is known to be a transformational and task-oriented leader. In order for Bezos to transform his company, he looked and still searches for ways to become innovative.He is a leader known for planning and
delivering results through creativity. With Bezos’ long-term goals and the public’s needs and wants, a connection is made to help serve customers. Because of his ability to innovate and envision, he had been able to help his company grow and expand over time.What Leadership Qualities Does Jeff Bezos Have?Bezos has written shareholder letters for
Amazon every year since 1997. In it, he expresses his philosophies and ideas about how to manage Amazon successfully over the long-term.In these “Bezos letters”, there are five qualities leadership qualities discussed:Firstly, Bezos always takes a long-term look at his goals. Every phase in Amazon’s timeline always involves serving customers,
meaning that it will be involved with every vision regardless how big or small it is.Then, he says he enhances his line of thinking while making messages simple to the public. Strong communication is the result of deep thinking, and if you cannot explain your message clearly enough, then expect mistakes. Bezos suggests a mental technique such as
the Feynman Technique to help you understand a topic better.His next quality is that he sticks to laid-out plans and goals in spite of problems and obstacles that may arise. When criticism inevitably comes his way, a clear plan helps to stay the course.Next, Bezos stresses that knowing his market is important to him. Any new businesses needs an
established market to guarantee that services or products will sell. It is better to have a mediocre product for a huge market than it is to have a good product for no market.Finally, Bezos never misses the chance for casual self-promotion. It’s important to always have the chance to promote a company or product, but practicing your delivery is key.
Bezos has practiced that pitching must feel natural instead of sales-y to the public.Is Jeff Bezos A Charismatic Leader?While Bezos is not considered a spokesman for Amazon, he tries to come off as genuine as possible when promoting his company and services.His goal when promoting his company is to entice audiences about his company and
services, promising that they come with satisfaction and excitement.In this regard, his charisma is similar to that of Bill Gates; showing joy and enthusiasm so that customers can be assured of his ground-breaking and satisfying products.What Are The 14 Leadership Principles Of Amazon?Bezos and Amazon have put together 14 effective principles
that each of their employees across the globe must learn. With these principles, he has been able to establish a firm, consumer-friendly culture throughout his company. These principles are as follows:Customer ObsessionAnyone who takes leadership must start with the customer and work backwards. While competition is key for any industry,
customers are Amazon’s highest priority in order to keep them loyal and trusting.OwnershipLeaders own up to tasks and shortcomings for the good of the company. They think and plan ahead, and do not prioritize short-term results over long-term goals. While they work as part of the team, they never work on their own accord or refuse to take
accountability.Invent and SimplifyLeaders need teams to be creative and innovative, but they do so to be simple rather than complex. Leaders are open to new ideas wherever or whomever they come from. Amazon as a company is always willing to try new concepts and ideas if it means the company can benefit.Are Right, A LotLeaders are known to
be right for most of the time. While this seems like a rather arrogant principle, it is crucial for Amazon leaders to both good judgement and instinct. In order to make sound decisions, leaders are willing to let go of personal beliefs and short-sighted perspectives.Learn and Be CuriousNobody in life ever finishes learning, and this includes leaders at
Amazon.People in charge at Amazon should always be looking for how to know better and be better. Leaders are always seeking options as well as looking for ways to explore them.Hire and Develop the BestLeaders are supposed to hire and promote so that the staff is upgraded as a result.People with prominent roles at Amazon are supposed to see
talent, productivity, and dedication with workers and assign them with positions where they best fit and benefit Amazon.Leaders are a means to create new leaders who can also coach and teach other people.Insist on the Highest StandardsLeaders need to have remarkably high standards, even if others believe that they are too high. Leaders should
always be looking to outdo themselves when managing their teams and getting tasks done on a day-to-day basis.They also ensure that fewer mistakes occur so that quality of work and delivery improve across many roles within Amazon.Think BigAs thinking small is a personal endeavor for leaders, they are meant to direct and communicate with
results that Amazon employees can notice.Leaders think in a different way and look to serve the public in as many ways possible.Bias For ActionDecision-making in Amazon must always be swift, but also well-informed. A leader’s decisions should be able to be undone if need be and should not require elaborate knowledge or research. The company
takes priority in taking risks.FrugalityLeaders are supposed to work with less, yet accomplish more. Restrictions are what encourage creativity, resourcefulness, and self-sufficiency.While Amazon is known to be a rapidly-growing company, nothing benefits just by having more employees or more money.Earn TrustLeaders listen carefully and speak
softly to other employees, all while being respectful. They rely on earning dependability of their constituents. They will also acknowledge their own fault whenever necessary.Dive DeepFrom executives to entry level positions, leaders perform on every level of the company. No matter who is working at Amazon, no task is too small to carry out.
Progress is meant to be made in every sector.Have Backbone; Disagree and CommitWhile leaders are supposed to be courteous and open-minded, they should also respectfully disagree with decisions and ideas that they do not deem worthy, even if it requires some effort to do. They do not cave in to underwhelming ideas or proposals for the sake of
growing or maintaining relationships.Deliver ResultsLeaders ensure that progress is delivered in a timely manner at the highest quality possible. Even through shortcomings, leaders do not change course or yield and instead stand their ground to get a tough job done.It’s no secret that Amazon has been able to grow due to a great service and
countless opportunities to contribute, tied together by a firm and successful leadership from Jeff Bezos. When Financhill publishes its #1 stock, listen up. After all, the #1 stock is the cream of the crop, even when markets crash. Financhill just revealed its top stock for investors right now... so there's no better time to claim your slice of the pie. See
The #1 Stock Now >> The author has no position in any of the stocks mentioned. Financhill has a disclosure policy. This post may contain affiliate links or links from our sponsors. Jeff Bezos, Amazon founder and CEO, speaking at The Economic Club of Washington's Milestone ... [+] Celebration. (AP Photo/Cliff Owen, File) ASSOCIATED PRESS
Whatever your views of Jeff Bezos and Elon Musk, it’s hard to argue with their success at creating and leading innovative organizations with daring missions. Jeff Bezos leads Amazon and Blue Origin, the space company that wants to take you to the moon. Elon Musk leads Tesla and SpaceX, the space company that wants to take you to Mars to join a
colony. Collectively the companies they lead have generated over $1 trillion in market value over the past 10 years. So it’s not surprising that Bezos and Musk are tied for the No. 1 spot in our 2019 Forbes ranking of America’s Most Innovative Leaders. But when we interviewed them (and those that work with them), we found some interesting
paradoxes when comparing their leadership styles. Of course, there are important similarities. For example, they have both successfully turned visions into reality by building and leveraging their Innovation Capital—their capacity to win resources and support to pursue radical new ideas (See Innovation Capital: How to Compete – and Win – Like the
World’s Most Innovative Leaders, Harvard Business Review Press, June 2019). If nearly anyone other than Elon Musk had proposed drilling tunnels underneath Los Angeles, they would have been laughed out of the building. But when Musk proposed the “Hyperloop” he was greeted with enthusiasm, fanfare…and even investment. By just mentioning
the idea for “Hyperloop” (an idea that has actually been around since the early 1900s), Musk was able to generate an explosion of media attention to the idea (see Figure 1.1). Figure 1.1 Jeff Dyer, Nathan Furr, and Mike Hendron But beyond their innovation capital, these two leaders have led the way to these outsize outcomes in markedly different
ways. Here’s how—and why—they both succeed with differing leadership styles. Customer First vs. Technology First Bezos is very much a “customer first” innovator. He has established an innovation process at Amazon called “working backwards” which takes as its starting point an obsessive focus on a customer’s needs and then works backward to
figure out how to innovate to best meet those needs (see “How Does Amazon Stay at Day One?”). In essence, Bezos leverages an approach focused on resolving market (demand) uncertainty (uncertainty around customer preferences) and then assumes the technology uncertainty can be worked out. In contrast, Musk uses what might be described as a
technology-first approach. According to one former Telsa executive, “I think Elon has adopted the philosophy of Steve Jobs where he believes he knows where the market is going and knows better than customers know what they need and what they will want. As a result, he places relatively little stock in what they're clamoring for at the moment and
much more of it in the first principles solutions that they don't even know they need yet.” Thus, Musk picks what he perceives as a big important problem that hasn’t been solved because of technology constraints. He attributes his problem solving success to first-principles thinking. “I operate on the physics approach of analysis by first principles,”
Musk told us. The first-principles approach—which was first articulated and named by Aristotle—is the practice of identifying the fundamental key constraints to achieving a breakthrough in performance and then testing every option possible for eliminating one or more of those constraints. For example, with Tesla the key constraints to success were
reducing the cost of the battery and getting battery range to exceed 300 miles. With SpaceX it was overcoming the constraints to creating reusable rockets that would dramatically lower the cost of space travel. With The Boring Company, the key constraint to success is the tunneling speed of a “boring” machine. Current machine tunneling speeds
are three hundred feet per week. But according to Musk’s first-principles analysis, current machines are much slower than physics suggests they could be. So Musk wants to increase that speed to more than one mile per week, a tenfold improvement. Thus, he focuses on challenges where the need is clear, but the technology hasn’t been worked out.
Which one is better? Well that all depends what uncertainty you are trying to resolve. Bezos’ approach works especially well when the innovation requires a deep understanding of customer needs and preferences; or in other words when there is a lot of market (demand) uncertainty (will people buy it?). In contrast, Musk’s approach works well when
there is a lot of technological uncertainty (can we build it?). This at least partly explains why Musk prefers trumpeting bold visions and goals whereas Bezos prefers to be more reserved in voicing visions and goals. Voicing Visions and Goals Musk and Bezos also differ dramatically in the way they voice, or communicate, visions and goals. Musk is very
bold and public about voicing the lofty goals for his ventures. By contrast, Bezos is much more reserved. Is it simply personality, or something more? One reason has to do with the types of problems they choose to solve. Bezos may be more tight-lipped because he's explicitly taking into account the current needs of customers; consequently, he has
no need to preemptively sell his innovations. He simply has to execute on it faster than competitors. So it's in his best interest not to announce it before he's launched the product. In contrast, Musk pursues breakthrough technologies; being bold and public is a way to attract attention and future customers. It also helps him attract financial resources
and talented human capital (to solve those thorny technical problems). But this difference also seems to be related to personal leadership style. When Musk launched SpaceX in 2002, he announced: “Our mission at SpaceX is to revolutionize space technology with the ultimate goal of enabling people to live on other planets.” He explicitly announced
his goal of creating a human colony on Mars. He later even estimated that the cost for an individual to travel to the Mars colony would be “less than half a million dollars.” In stark contrast, Bezos quietly launched Blue Origin two years earlier in 2000 without bold public announcements. In fact, his first public interview about Blue Origin didn’t happen
until 2005. Bezos prefers to test and learn quietly under the surface before revealing what he has discovered as a result of his innovation efforts. Tesla CEO Elon Musk at a January, 2019 meeting with Chinese Premier Li Keqiang, not shown. (AP ... [+] Photo/Mark Schiefelbein, Pool) ASSOCIATED PRESS Musk has been criticized for publicly
broadcasting impossible stretch goals. Indeed, The Wall Street Journal reported that Tesla missed 20 of his broadcast goals, rarely hitting his ambitious timelines.[i] Musk has responded by saying that he doesn’t “set targets that I know can’t be met” and that “in order to have a good outcome, we must strive for a great outcome.” Tesla cofounder and
chief technical officer J. B. Straubel believes in Musk’s approach, telling us, “Elon is a master at harnessing and channeling the team to do pretty amazing things that go beyond what the team even thought was possible. If you challenge people to work hard, they achieve more than they think they can. Most leaders don’t want to do that.” This doesn’t
mean that Bezos doesn’t challenge his teams. In the executive team at Amazon, each leader has up to 20 serious stretch goals they commit to and deliver on. They are just less public in talking about them, in part, because they can internally fund their innovations, whereas Musk has to win much more external support to be able to create new
industries. A Deliberate Planning vs. Bold Leaps Approach When Bezos launched Blue Origin, he wrote a “Day 1” letter, just as he did for Amazon. “We are a small team committed to seeding an enduring human presence in space,” he wrote. “Blue will pursue this long-term objective patiently, step by step. By dividing our work into small but
meaningful increments, we hope to generate as many useful intermediate steps as possible. Each step, even our first and simplest, will be challenging. And each step will lay the technical and organizational foundation for the next.” In contrast, Musk’s approach comes across as impatient and focused on major breakthroughs. When launching Tesla
he wrote, “Our goal is to accelerate the advent of sustainable transport by bringing compelling mass market electric cars to market as soon as possible. . . . In order to get to get to that goal, big leaps in technology are required.” Bezos puts an emphasis on “step by step,” while Musk emphasizes “big leaps in technology.” Their differing styles have
been characterized as being similar to the “tortoise (Bezos) and the hare (Musk).”[ii] Despite these differences in how they describe these goals, when it come to their actual day-to-day innovation processes, both lead a process focused on breaking down large problems into smaller, testable experiments. Delegation and employee empowerment Jeff
Bezos is known at Amazon for being the last to speak at meetings. He prefers to listen to what others have to say without biasing them by giving his opinion first. Moreover, he is willing to let people run with an idea even if he disagrees with it. “Inside a large company you need to have multiple paths to ‘yes,’” he told us. “I'm a huge proponent of that.
I often will ‘disagree and commit’ [an Amazon leadership principle where you are encouraged to disagree but then commit once a decision has been made] and I encourage other people to do this. I’ll say, ‘This idea doesn't make sense to me. I'll be totally honest about it. Here are my reasons.’ But I'll say, ‘Look, you're a high judgment person. Go try
it.’ That’s what multiple paths to ‘yes’ means.” Bezos delegates and empowers employees to experiment and take risks. In fact, he once admitted, “I’ve made billions of dollars of failures at Amazon.com. Literally.”[iii] In contrast, Musk pushes the agenda at Tesla and SpaceX forward at a frenetic pace. He believes in first-principles thinking, so if you
want to convince him of something then show him through first-principles logic and analysis. But then again, if rockets don’t fly accurately or cars don’t drive correctly, people could die. So Musk monitors very closely, and will override a decision he thinks could be wrong. Musk’s hard charging approach results in challenging stretch goals for
employees and a process for achieving them that involves intense monitoring on his part. This may partly explain why Bezos has had much more stability in his leadership team than Musk. Conclusion: Lessons for Finding Your Path Forward So what can be learned from these stark differences in leadership style when it comes to leading innovation?
Bezos leads by small, incremental, proof-driven steps toward outcomes that win him the credibility to continually do new things. Recall that he didn’t start with this credibility—he had to win it over time, first by succeeding in selling books online. From that beachhead he has successfully expanded into online retailing, web services (with Amazon
Web Services), electronic devices (e.g., Kindle, Alexa), and entertainment (Amazon Video and Amazon Music Unlimited). Bezos’s approach has been to build his reputation for innovation slowly, proof-by-proof over time through experiments that have resulted in solid, data-driven performance. By contrast, Musk has taken what might be seen as a high
risk/high reward approach of engaging in visionary thinking to win support for his bold ideas. He articulates a lofty and exciting vision for his ventures. This might seem like an easy thing to do with the lofty visions for SpaceX and Tesla; but he does it with even more mundane products like the Tesla PowerWall, which is essentially a big battery
housed in your garage. About Powerwall he said, “We are trying to change the fundamental energy structure of the world.” He uses the approach of stating a grand vision to attract both human and financial resources to his ventures. “Elon really understands people,” says Sterling Anderson, former head of Tesla autopilot and co-founder of
Aurora. “He understands that a lofty, inspirational vision attracts world-class people, particularly world-class engineers. With those engineers he’s able to build a better product. That product attracts customers and attracts investors, which reinforces the cycle.” After making his bold visions public, Musk then attracts both human and financial capital
to his ventures and makes that vision attainable through a first-principles approach. While following different paths, both Bezos and Musk have successfully launched multiple innovations and have risen to the top of our Most Innovative Leaders list. Their success through contrasting styles shows that innovative leadership does not rely on a
predictable formula. But then, if it did, anybody could do it. See also: Different Styles: But Bezos and Musk are both “forward thinkers” with innovation capital
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